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ABSTRAC
CT
Most civil enggineering strucctures are form
med using a nuumber of mateerials that are bonded
b
to eacch other with ttheir surface-to-surface interaction pplaying key rolle on the overaall response off the structure. Unfortunatelyy these interactions are
mely detailed m
models trialed to date prove quite complexx. Models thatt assume
extremely varriable; simplifiied and extrem
perfect interacction, on the oother hand, preedict unsafe beehavior. In thiss paper a damage mechanicss based interacction between two maaterials of diffeerent softening
g properties is ddeveloped usinng homogenisaation approachh. This paper ddescribes
the process off developing a bi-material rep
presentative voolume elementt (RVE) using damaged hom
mogenisation appproach.
The novelty inn this paper iss the developm
ment of non-local transient damage
d
identiffication algoritthm. Numericaal examples prove thee stability of thhe approach forr a simplified R
RVE and encoourage applicattion to other shhapes of RVEss.
Keywords: Trransient Gradiient Non-Local; Homogenisaation; Damagee Mechanics

1. Introducction
Civil engineeering structurees are formed using modulees
that are system
matically and rrepetitively assembled in vaarious shapes annd forms for aeesthetically pleeasing buildinggs
and infrastruccture. The asssembled structtures often ouutperform the modules
m
undeer similar load
ding conditionns.
For example, although an individual briick under com
mpression is quuite brittle, m
masonry archess encompassinng
systematic asssembly of briccks are relativeely more ductiile
[1]. Under latteral loads walll type structurres that fail duue
to horizontal sliding are shhown to have higher ductilitty
compared to those
t
that fail due to diagon
nal cracking aalthough construucted of same materials [2]. No reliable annd
computationallly efficient m
models are yet available. In aan
ongoing reseaarch with the objective of developing
d
funndamentally soound, yet sim
mplified modeels for reliable
analysis of sttructures, a reepresentative volume
v
elemennt
encompassingg two materialss (Brick and Mortar)
M
of straiin
softening propperties has beeen developed using
u
a transiennt,
gradient enhannced non-locaal homogenisation incorporaating damaged interface
i
interaaction of the tw
wo materials.
Numerical examples are provided thro
oughout the paper to illustrate the proceess of formulating the RV
VE
clearly. The reesults show thee stability of th
he approach.
*
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2. Con
ntinuum Da
amage Mechanics for
Quaasi-Brittle Material
M
2.1. Ellasticity Baseed Damage Mechanics
M
In the classical conttinuum damagge mechanics a scalar
isotropiic damage quaantity ω has been
b
introduceed in the
stress-sstrain relationship in the folloowing way [3]:

 ij  1    Cijkl  kl

(1)

where  ij is the Caauchy stress,  kl is the lineear strain
and Cijkl
represents the elasticityy matrix com
mponents.
i
Einsteinn’s summation
n convention applies
a
(i, j, k, l = 1, 2,
3). Thee Poisson’s rattio is assumedd not to be afffected by
damagee.
A daamage loading
g function is inntroduced, in order to
enable the model to predict damagge growth, as follows
[4]:
f ~eq ,   ~eq  
(2)





where ~eq , is the equ
uivalent strain which dependds on the
current state of strain
n tensor and  , is a history parameter whiich represents maximum equuivalent strainn that the
materiaal has experien
nced. For, f  0 , there wiill be no
damagee growth pressent and mateerial would beehave linearly elastic. Chan
nge in param
meter  , follows the
Kuhn-T
Tucker relation
ns [4]:
f  0,   0, f  0

(3)
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which implies that damage growth will happen when
f  0 , where history parameter satisfies   ~eq .

2.2. Definition of Equivalent Strain
Shape and size of the loading surface depends on the
definition of equivalent strain ~eq , which maps the
strain tensor into a scalar value by weighting its components considering their different effects on cracking. In
this paper, a strain based modified von Mises definition
which is able to differentiate between tensile and compressive strains. This differentiation is needed in order to
predict the behavior of quasi-brittle materials such as
concrete and brick. This definition reads as follows [5]:
eq 

 k  1
I1
2k 1  2 

1

2k

 k  1 2 12k
I 
J2
2 1
2
1   
1  2 
2

(4)

where I 1 , is the first invariant of strain tensor and J 2 ,
is the second invariant of deviatoric strain tensor. Parameter k controls the sensitivity of the equivalent
strain to tension and compression which is usually set to
the ratio of compressive strength of material to its tensile
strength. In this equation, Poisson’s ratio has been represented by  .

2.3. Damage Evolution Law for Quasi-Brittle
Material
Fracture in quasi-brittle material is not a result of growth
of one dominant defect but a collective process of damage growth and nucleation in its microstructure. Quasibrittle materials like concrete, brick and mortar, demonstrate a gradual loss of strength, instead of a sudden loss
of deformation resistance like brittle fracture.
Several scalar damage evolution laws have been developed in the literature [6,7]. In engineering material
softening is nonlinear which has a relatively steep stress
drop when cracking starts and a moderate decrease afterwards. In this work, an exponential softening law for
concrete has been used in the form of

(5)
  1  i 1     e     i 






Due to crack bridging the experimentally obtained
load displacement data has a long tail. Using this expression when    , stress approaches 1   E i which
can represent this long tail. Parameter  controls the
damage growth rate which depends on the tensile fracture energy of the material. When  is higher，model
will show a faster crack growth and a more brittle response. This type of damage evolution law was used for
both constituents.
Open Access

3. Non-Local Model for Strain Softening
Material
Damage growth is highly dependent on the microstructure of the material. In quasi-brittle material such as concrete, brick and mortar, cracks are bridged by aggregates.
Therefore, the fracture process is directly related to the
aggregates size and distribution. However, in classical
damage mechanics models the scale of microstructure
has not been included. This unrealistic shortcoming of
classical damage models results in the damage localisation [8]. To overcome this localisation problem in simulation of strain softening material, we can introduce
non-locality to the constitutive relation so that the growth
of damage variable depends on the average deformation
of the material in a certain region. Addition of this nonlocal concept to the damage model will result in a smooth
damage growth depending on the length scale [9].

3.1. Gradient Enhanced Non-Local Model
Non-local strain can be introduced as the solution of the
following partial differential equation
(6)
 eq  c 2  eq  ~eq
This means that the damage field variable should depend on a non-local equivalent strain  eq , instead of
local equivalent strain ~eq . Gradient parameter c , is a
constant related to the squared of the internal length parameter.  eq , can now be implicitly calculated in terms
of ~eq , using a C 0 -continues finite element domain. To
solve this Helmholtz partial deferential equation a natural
boundary condition has been considered as proposed in
[9].

 eq .n  0

(7)

in which n , is the unit normal to boundary  .

3.2. The Transient-Gradient Damage Model
Using a constant parameter c , in the gradient model
leads to an increase of damage growth in and outside the
localisation zone. This issue can be resolved by considering a transient value instead of a constant for the gradient parameter [10]. This modification transforms Equation (6) as follows
(8)
   2   ~
eq

eq

eq

in which  , represents the transient gradient parameter
and is defined as follows
 

 
   c  
 
c






n

  

(9)
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In order to solve this new partial differential equation,
an extra set of continuity equation needs to be added to
the original gradient enhanced model. To avoid adding
this extra continuity equation, Equation (9) can be divided by   0 , which leads to the diffusion equation [11]
 eq
~eq
  2 eq 
(10)










which shows the volume average of mesoscopic strain
field is equal to macroscopic strain  . By using the
Hill-Mandel work equivalence the total macro-stress can
be determined as



1
 md
RVE 



(13)

RVE

in which  , and  , represent macro and meso stress,
respectively.
m

which requires the same number of continuity equations
as the original gradient enhanced model. The transient
gradient parameter needs to be slightly changed to avoid
division by zero into [11]

 


  c 0  (c  c 0 )  


 c
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n

  

(9)

  

in which c 0 , is considered to be an arbitrary positive
value so that non-local interaction is prevented at the
beginning of the analysis.

4. Computational Homogenisation
To derive an enhanced constitutive material model for a
complex composite like masonry computational homogenisation can be used so that we can derive the global
behaviour of the masonry from its constituents such as
concrete block and mortar. Uniform loading and periodic
geometry for masonry has been assumed and thus, homogenisation theory for periodic media which was
adopted in [12,13] seems suitable to use. Computations
have been performed on a single representative volume
element (RVE) which contains the information of the
entire mesostructure. A boundary value problem has
been solved on the RVE using finite element method.
Based on homogenisation theory for periodic media,
strains should be compatible and the stresses should be
anti-periodic on two opposite sides of the RVE. This will
ensure that two neighbouring RVEs fit together.

4.1. Strain-Periodic Displacement Field
The strain-periodic displacement field has the form
 
  
u ( x )   .x  w( x )
(11)

4.2. Mesoscopic Representative Volume Element
(RVE)
In order to minimize the computational cost at the
mesoscopic scale and also capture all possible failure
mechanisms, the RVE should be chosen carefully. It is
important to note that if the average behaviour remains
unique any periodic RVE predicts equivalent results, i.e.
in an infinitesimal strain setting and before localisation
happens. For masonry, due to periodicity of the initial
mesostructure, the RVE is chosen as the smallest periodic element. Based on the assumption that arrangement
of the constituent materials is the main cause of average
stiffness degradation, the initial and damage induced
anisotropy will be captured correctly using this RVE
[13].

4.3. RVE’s Boundary Conditions
Periodic boundary conditions have been applied on three
controlling nodes (see Figure 1) of the RVE as indicated
in [13] and justified in [12].
The periodicity conditions for edges can then be formulated in terms of the controlling nodes as

 eq , F   eq , F
 eq , E   eq , B
 eq , D   eq , A


  
u F  uC  u3  u2

  
u E  u B  u3  u1

  
u D  u A  u2  u1

(14)



where  , is the macroscopic strain tensor, x , is the
 
position vector and w(x ) , is a mesoscopic displacement
fluctuation field which distinguishes the real meso
structural displacement field from the linear  .x , field
[13]. The fluctuation field is assumed to be periodic. The
volume average of the mesoscopic strain field resulting
from equation (11) is given by


1
 RVE

 RVE
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1



  (u )d   RVE   .x  wd 
 RVE

(12)

Figure 1. Controlling nodes and periodicity conditions on a
typical masonry RVE.
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This meanss both displaceement and dam
mage will be periodic in the RVE. These pperiodicity con
nditions lead tto
periodic stresses and strains mesoscopic fields. Loadinng
is applied on the RVE by m
means of the th
hree controllinng
points as illusstrated in Figu
ure 2. In thesee figures W, H
H,
and L, are width, height annd length of th
he RVE, respectively. Moreoover,  xx ,  yyy , and,  xy , are stress paarallel to bed joint, stress peerpendicular to
o bed joint annd
shear stress, reespectively.

5. Numericcal Examplees
After implem
menting the prrocess explain
ned in previouus
sections, a RVE
R
has beenn constructed with 240 mm
m
length, 60 mm
m height and an out-of-plane thickness oof
110 mm. The RVE consistss of a 230*50 clay
c
brick andd a
5 mm mortar around all its sides. The fin
nite element diiscritisation whhich was used for the analysis has been iillustrated in Figure
F
3. Theese geometricc configurationns
have been coonsidered, in oorder to simu
ulate the biaxiial
experimental results on conventional masonry
m
paneels
obtained in [14].
Mesoscopicc material prooperties used for
f the analyssis
can be found in Table 1. Elasticity baseed damage meechanics has beeen consideredd for both mateerials.
Quadratic interpolation
i
ffunctions hav
ve been considdered for the displacement
d
ffields and lineear interpolatioon
functions havve been considdered for the non-local field.
Parameters foor the transientt gradient enhaanced non-loccal
model are shoown in Table 2. Convention
nal load controol
method is em
mployed since tthe experimen
ntal results havve
been obtainedd under load coontrol tests.
Two loadinng cases have been considerred for analysiis;
compression parallel
p
to bedd joint and co
ompression peerpendicular to bed joint. T
These loading configurationns
have been appplied on the RV
VE as illustratted in Figure 2.
Evolution of damage undeer compressio
on load perpenndicular and paarallel to bed joint can be seeen in Figures 4
and 5, respecttively. In case of compressio
on perpendicular
to bed joint, damage
d
growthh initiates on th
he corner of thhe
brick-mortar interface
i
and ccontinues into mortar
m
bed joinnt.
In the second case which iss under compreession load paarallel to bed jooint, damage ggrowth initiatess from the sam
me
spot and contiinues to grow iinto the perpen
nd joints.

Figure 3. Typical finitte element mesh
h used in computations.
Table 1. Material parameters
p
for RVE computaations.
Materrial

E









i

Bricck

14000

0.2

1.0

800

10

0.0002

Morttar

3000

0.2

1.0

100

10

0.0003

Taable 2. Parametters for transien
nt gradient moodel.
Materrial

c

c0

n

e

Bricck

2

0.01

1.0

0.002

Morttar

2

0.01

1.0

0.003

Figure 4. Evolution off damage in thee RVE for com
mpression
perpend
dicular to bed joint.
j

Dam
mage evolution patterns obtaiined from the analysis
have a good agreemeent with failurre patterns seeen in experimenntal investigattions. Mesh sensitivity of tthe transient grradient model has
h been invesstigated in [10,,11].

6. Con
nclusion

Figure 2. Loading mod
des applied on the RVE.
Open Access

In this contribution, the interactionn between twoo materials withh different softening properrties has beenn investigated using
u
a homog
genisation apprroach. To avoid spurious dam
mage growth and
a mesh sensitivity, a transient gradient ennhanced non-llocal model has
h been introdduced to
the model. Influencee of the choicee of this modeel on the
JAMP
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Figure 5. Evolution of damage in the RVE for compression
parallel to bed joint.

evolution of damage under two loading cases has been
investigated. The overall RVE behaviour using the transient gradient model indicates that calibration of the transient parameter under different loading conditions needs
to be investigated.
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